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Problem
Existing federated learning algorithms suffer from:
• Expensive communication cost.
• Statistical heterogeneity, etc.
To achieve a performant model, tens of communication
rounds are required to transmit unwieldy model weights
under ideal circumstances and hundreds when data is
poorly distributed.
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Figure 1. Distilled One-Shot Federated Learning.
Figure 2. Vanilla Dataset Distillation [3].

Our Solution
We propose Distilled One-Shot Federated Learning
(DOSFL) to reduce the communication round to only ONE.

Figure 3. Distilled Images from MNIST.
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We combat non-IID distribution issue by introducing:
• Soft label [1, 2]
• Soft reset: sample the starting parameters from a
Gaussian distribution concentrated at the server's
parameters
• Random masking: randomly selects a fraction of the
distilled data each training iteration and replaces it with
a random tensor

Figure 3. Distilled sentences from IMDB sentiment analysis.

Impact
• DOSFL presents a brand-new paradigm of weight-less
and gradient-less federated learning.
• The total communication cost of DOSFL is reduced by
multiple orders of magnitude.
• DOSFL can be adopted with a hybrid system to
jump-start a federated learning session.
• Distilled data targeted for specific models appear
random to the human eye.

Future Work
We hope to:
1. Improve the non-IID performance, as well as
incorporate existing FL advances.
2. Try different settings, i.e., imbalanced dataset, varying
participation rate, malicious update, etc.
3. Apply DOSFL to regression tasks.
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